
MLR CH-70 Used Vehicle Inspection
MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) All of these are part of a pre-delivery inspection EXCEPT ________. 1)
A) Position floor mats B) Install wheel trim
C) Mount the spare tire D) Install the antenna

2) A harsh ride in a newly delivered vehicle may be due to _______. 2)
A) Incorrect floor mats B) Tight spring retainers
C) Overinflated seat bladders D) Too much air pressure in the tires

3) Why drive next to a building or a wall during the test drive? 3)
A) To hear noises from the vehicle
B) To see the vehicle in the reflection of windows
C) To check for a bad radio antenna
D) Both B and C

4) Which vehicle condition is the highest? 4)
A) Fair B) Poor C) Excellent D) Good

TRUE/FALSE.  Write 'T' if the statement is true and 'F' if the statement is false.

5) A vehicle is more easily sold on a Sunday or Tuesday. 5)

6) A used vehicle with  ABS and navigation system may be easier to resell. 6)

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

7) Uneven gaps in the doors or lift gate are evidence of ________. 7)
A) Normal left and right panel fit B) Normal wear
C) A quality vehicle D) An accident

8) Why check the trunk of a used vehicle? 8)
A) To check the general condition of the trunk
B) To check that the jack and jack handle are included
C) To see if there is a spare tire
D) All of the above

9) Preparing a new vehicle for delivery to the new owner includes _________. 9)
A) Rotating the tires B) Installing a fresh air filter
C) Removing the hubcaps D) Removing protective coverings

TRUE/FALSE.  Write 'T' if the statement is true and 'F' if the statement is false.

10) The steering wheel on a used car should have about 2 inches of play from side-to-side. 10)

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

11) Which vehicle condition means that major mechanical or body work is needed? 11)
A) Good B) Poor C) Fair D) Excellent
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12) Why not look at a vehicle to purchase when it is raining? 12)

A) The rain will wash away the paint
B) The wet paint can hide fading or paint differences
C) The rain will cause starting problems
D) Any of he above

13) What does turning into and out of a driveway test? 13)
A) The body for rust B) The transmission
C) The suspension D) The engine

14) What questions should a buyer ask the seller? 14)
A) Is the title clear of any loans or liens? B) Why are they selling the vehicle?
C) What is wrong with the vehicle? D) All of the above

15) Which of the following is NOT required information to put in a used car advertisement? 15)
A) Engine type B) Brand of shock absorber
C) Color D) Transmission type

16) What should be done as part of a new vehicle pre-delivery inspection? 16)
A) Install parts that are shipped inside the vehicle for installation at the selling dealer
B) Removing all protective plastic
C) Adjust the air pressure in all tires
D) All of the above

17) What is the price that is often the highest? 17)
A) Trade-in B) Loan value C) Dealer retail D) Private party

TRUE/FALSE.  Write 'T' if the statement is true and 'F' if the statement is false.

18) A privately sold vehicle will usually have a higher price than a vehicle sold at dealer retail. 18)

19) In most cases, selling your old vehicle includes fixing anything that may be wrong with it before
selling.

19)

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

20) What is considered to be a normal amount of miles driven  per  year? 20)
A) 10,000-12,000 miles B) 6,000-9,000 miles
C) 12,000-15,000 miles D) 15,000-20,000 miles
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